New club trainer: Anna
Anna is from January 2020 on the new trainer of Lillerød
Vægtløftningsklub. She is a Personal Trainer and online
coach in diet and training programs with a PhD in obesity
prevention. She lives in Lillerød and has been training at
the club for 2 years. Anna is 32 years old and originally
comes from Holland. Besides speaking English, Dutch, and
German, she understands Danish on a basic level.

FREE diet advice and training
package for each member:
From 2020 on, Anna can offer each member 5 free nonobligatory sessions with advice on both nutrition and training. Members can select either a starter
package or a package for those with more experience. Each session can last up to one hour and can
be used to discuss both nutritional and training needs. Additionally, Anna can use this time to make
your training program or diet advice (so this is included in the 5 hours and not on top of the 5 faceto-face hours). The sessions are not obligated, but we encourage members to make use of the
opportunity to receive free advice on their training and diet.
Those who are new to training or have little training experience can start with
three introductory sessions of one hour which can be used to getting
acquainted with training exercises and Anna can use this time to make your
training program and prepare a dietary advice. After the introduction
sessions, 2 follow up sessions can be planned in after approximately 3
months. Members who are already experienced with training can also use 5
sessions with Anna. This can be spend on for example, an evaluation of their
current way of training or nutrition, get a new training program or a personal
or small group training from Anna.

More guidance needed?
Lillerød Vægtløftningsklub is only providing 5 sessions of one hour for free per year. These hours also
include the time Anna shall use to make your training program and diet advice if you request this. If
members wish to get more advice, coaching or Personal Training, they can contact Anna. This service
is however not paid for by the club, but should be paid by the members themselves if requested.

Contact Anna:
If members are interested they can approach Anna in the gym, send an email
to annamariehendriks@gmail.com, or SMS Anna at +45 40 30 29 58. Please
indicate your full name and which package you are interested in. Anna will try to
respond within one day and together with you make an appointment that fits
both of you.

Free starter package:
This package is meant for members with limited training experience or knowledge about nutrition or
diet. Members with limited experience are offered 3 introductory sessions focused on training and
diet from Anna. This is not obligated, but we strongly advice it, especially if you are new to weight
training and have limited knowledge about how to eat to achieve your goals in the gym.
In the first introductory session Anna will do an intake with you. In the intake she will assess your:
current training level, need for nutritional advice, medical complications, aim of training (strength,
hypertrophy, sport specific), preferred frequency of the training (times per week) and long term
objective of the training (time period in which goals aim to be achieved). Anna can also use this hour
to make a training program for you and develop a nutritional advice. In the second session the
training program and optionally nutritional advice will be provided. Together with you Anna will go
through each exercise of the program and discuss questions about your diet. In the third session,
Anna will together with the member do the exercises and evaluate how the member can perform
the exercises and there will be room for additional questions.
After these 3 introductory sessions a follow up consultation will be scheduled in after approximately
3 months. This second session is 2 times 1 hour. The focus of these sessions will be the evaluation of
the previous training period and if required the development of a new training program. Also an
evaluation of the diet can be part of these 2 times follow up.

Free package for experienced members:
All members that are already training at the club and more experienced are offered 5 times
consultation of one hour with Anna. These 5 sessions can be used to, for example: discuss the
current training program, focus on the technique of some exercises, get a Personal Training (this can
also be a small group training), and an evaluation of the diet and free dietary advice. It’s up to the
member themselves to decide what the preferred focus of these two sessions shall be.

Contact Anna:
If members are interested in one of the packages they can approach Anna in the
gym, or send an email to annamariehendriks@gmail.com, or SMS Anna at +45 40
30 29 58. Please indicate your full name and which package you are interested in.
If you have additional information, that you think Anna can use for the intake,
please include this too in your email or SMS. Anna will try to respond within one
day and together with you make an appointment that fits both of you.

More guidance needed?
If members wish to get more advice then the 5 hours Lillerød Vægtløftningsklub pays for, they can
contact Anna. This service is however not paid for by the club, but should be paid by the members
themselves if requested.

